
SoulTrail Yoga 

INTAKE FORM                                      please update this form, or complete a new one, if anything you have listed changes 

Name _____________________________________________   Phone #__________________________  

Email ___________________________________________________ Date ________________________ 

Emergency Contact (name & tel #) ________________________________________________________ 

There are three sections to this form: (A) what background you bring to class, (B) what goals you have 

for practicing yoga, and (C) what kind of yoga class experience you enjoy. 

A1. Which best describes your level of experience doing yoga asana (poses): 

 none at all (skip to question A4) 

 Introductory - I’ve been exposed to a little bit (skip to question A4) 

 Novice - I get the basic concepts 

 Beginner - I know many of the common poses 

 Intermediate - My practice repertoire goes beyond the common poses 

 Advanced - I have done a wide variety of poses including challenging ones 

A2. How long have you been practicing yoga (months or years)?  _______________ 

A3. How are you with doing:            Confident Okay  Timid  No thanks 

 Twists           

 Balancing          

 Front bends          

 Side Bends          

 Backward Bends         

 Inversions*          

* when head is below torso (e.g., poses like shoulderstand, down-dog, standing forward bend, fish) 

A4. Which best describes your level of experience doing yoga pranayama (breathing techniques): 

 none at all 

 Introductory/Novice - I’ve heard of it and know a little bit about it 

 Beginner - I’ve tried a few basic techniques like ujjayi (“ocean breath”) and counting/regulating 

the in- and out-breaths 

 Intermediate - I’ve tried techniques involving breath retention & forced deep inhales/exhales 

 somewhere beyond intermediate 

A5. How would you describe your:           High Above Avg Average Below Avg Low 

 overall muscle strength          

 overall flexibility          

A6. Do you currently have any of these conditions affecting you: 

 high blood pressure    low blood pressure    pregnancy     glaucoma     hernia 

 heart condition*     neck or back problems*    knee or hip problems* 

*specify details of these or any other relevant conditions not listed on the reverse page 

Consult your medical service provider before engaging in yoga practice. You are responsible for your health and well-being. 



B1. Choose up to 3 reasons you practice yoga: 

 increase flexibility   reduce muscle tension (where: ______________________) 

 improve muscle strength  reduce feelings of stress 

 increase energy    increase peace of mind 

 improve circulation   improve breathing quality/ability 

 improve stamina   improve balance/coordination 

 other: ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

C1. The general vibe of a yoga practice can range from down-to-earth, concrete, and oriented solely to 

the physical practice of body poses to a holistic approach that integrates yogic philosophy/teachings and 

techniques like chant and meditation to extend beyond just the physical body. Place a single “X” 

somewhere on the line below to indicate your preferred context for a yoga class. 

|----------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------| 

Pragmatic                                            Blend of Both                                                 Esoteric 

somatic body focus                              not too much of either                              spirit & soul focus 

C2. During a breath-focused yoga class, your instructor will include breathing prompts (which you may 

follow, or disregard, as you wish) into some of the posture instructions. In addition, specific breathing 

techniques may be integrated into the practice if you like: 

 yes, one or two would be nice        yes, several if possible        no thanks, I would prefer none  

C3. Do you like having a brief meditation integrated into your yoga practice? 

 yes, around the start        yes, around the end        yes, anytime        no 

C4. Yoga practices end with Savasana, a time for rest & release. Do you prefer the length of this to be: 

 brief        average        longer 

C5. What is your preference for the use of live sound (e.g., singing bowls, Shruti “drone”, etc.) during the 

beginning and ending phases of class? 

 none, thank you        sure, a little bit        love it, a lot 

C6. How closely would you like the class experience to stay within the preferences indicated in C1-C5? 

 specifically     generally     I’m okay with a bit of stretch      I’m content to leave my comfort zone 

Use the space below to tell anything else you would like to about the background/experience you bring 

to yoga, your goals/intentions for practice, or your preferences for the class experience. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 


